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Supporters
• Special thanks go to all our advertisers
who make the publication of this newsletter possible. Please show your support
by visiting these companies.
• The Rover-Landers of BC reserves the
right to refuse any advertisers.
• The Rover-Landers of BC has a very
active Internet home page and web
Forum. Visit our site at:
http://www.roverlanders.bc.ca

Publication
Information
• The Rover-Lander newsletter is produced
and mailed out 3 times per year to all paid
Rover-Lander members. (Spring: April,
Summer: August & Winter: December)
• The Rover-Landers of BC operates independently from all other Land Rover clubs
however, we do share newsletters with other
clubs and enthusiasts in the US and UK.
• The Rover-Lander is printed by Bruce
Adams at Professional Graphics in
Armstrong, B.C.
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lands” of Stave Lake.
One by one we crawled, slid and bumped our way down the
embankment and before long we were snaking towards a “dry”
spit of land to have lunch.
I guess it was all a little too boring for ole Kris as he decided
to blaze his own trail and deviate from the prescribed path. Now
Kris as we all know has a very capable 110, but even this was not
enough to prevent him from getting high-centered, nose in the
mud and tail in the air.

Kris Maksymuik ~ 1990 D110

Sunshine, clear skies, friends & Land Rovers... see you next time!

Floris first tried to extract him to no avail, then Bill in his 90
attached to the rear of Floris’s 110 for a double truck pull – still no
movement. Eventually Bill strapped his 90’s rear to a large stump
and used his winch to slowly pull Kris out of the muck.
By this time the majority of us had pulled out the lawn chairs
and were enjoying the sun and a late lunch. Sitting enjoying the
company, with the dogs finally running free of the confines of
their trucks was a great way to spend a Sunday afternoon. Having
a couple of large bald eagles for scenery, only added to the ambience of the moment.
Before long it was time to head back the trucks, once again we
lined up and set off snaking our way through the mud finding the
way back out of the area. After a couple of wrong turns the group
finally made it back to the embankment. Pete & Alex along with
Kris had taken another route out of Stave Lake with the intention
of being at the top to help winch anyone up that needed help.
As Rudy & I were at the back of the pack we did not see the
first few trucks go up, but was there when Andy got his ladders
which made our climb out much easier. When it was my turn I was
able to hit the ladders with a bit of speed and almost made it to the
top without assistance. Alex retrieved the ladders and positioned
them under my rear wheels and I flew up over the lip only to run
headfirst into a tree. Only damage was a bent bumper that has now
been repaired.
As we were all in a rush to hit the highway and go our respective ways home, we hit the on-trail chassis wash, then the FSR and
finally the tarmac.
Unfortunately for Rudy & I, our trip was not yet complete.
Once back on the road, my transfer box would not stay in gear. I
tried bunjee-cording it, but as soon as I decelerated it would pop
out again.
Thanks to all who stayed with me for over an hour... but I
eventually cut them loose and headed slowly towards the gas station at the Lougheed Hwy fully expecting to get towed home.
Thankfully Andy stuck with me (I guess that’s one of the perks
of being a new VP presidential road-side repair). We eventually
took the transmission tunnel off to discover one of the lock-tabs
had disappeared, resulting in the little linkage shaft fouling on the
side of the transfer case.
With some Brit ingenuity, Andy suggested an electrical connector, which we cut and wedged into place. Voila... worked all
the way home. What I thought could have been catastrophic,
turned out to be a 5¢ part.
Rudy & I arrived home about 8:30 p.m., tired but with our
Rover intact. Now I have five lock-tabs on order soon to be taking up residence in my tool box.
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*Brodie Pedersen & ‘Olive‘, Vancouver ~ 1971 Series II 88" Lightweight

*Stuart Longair, Vancouver ~ 1992 Defender 110

*Stuart Scantlebury, Delta ~ 2004 Discovery II

*Don MacDonald from Rovalution Automotive
presents the Land Rover Spirit Award to Christian & Nicole Wendelberger

*Pippa Emrick & ‘Scabby White‘, Vancouver ~ 1974 Series III 88"

*John Vanderwal, Vancouver ~ 1971 Series IIa 109" Australian Military

*Don MacDonald & Rovalution Automotive, North Van ~ 1994 Defender 90

Christian & Nicole Wendelberger, Germany ~ 2010 Defender 110
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the least desirable campsite on record.
But... as Rover-Landers we sucked it up and made do for the
night packed in like sardines in a tiny tin complete with mossies!
Morning came, most of us packing up quick, anxious to get
going and release ourselves from the tiny tin. We did wonder if
Cam, his son Matthew and the two Stuarts had been eaten in their
sleeping quarters as there was no sign of life for such a long time.
Finally on our way, we zipped off up a side route to a spot that
sported a view of nature at its finest – Grizzly Falls.
Pics taken, it was back out to the ‘Hatch FSR and boogie along
to a very welcome outhouse pit stop at the end of Frances Lake.
Next it was up the Koopiki Trail that was to bring the group out
to the east side of Harrison Lake by the hot springs at Clear Creek.
Nope, not to be this trip. We were stopped about a third of the
way in with a snow slide. The trucks could have driven over the
slide, but the trail up ahead worsened with deep snow and soggy
crumbling banks. So back out to Boston Bar it was.
A good trip out into spectacular country that the Club will have
to try again another year at a later time during summer months.
Here are some pics of what we did, saw and laughed at.

Cut stuff that got in the way...

...and rolled stuff that got in the way

Dave B tried to convince Stuart S that the new trendy
drainpipe snorkel was the way to go on his Disco II

Grizzly Falls

We camped like sardines in a tiny Dave Tebbutt cigar tin!

Got David Brandson back in as a R-L after being out for 4 years!

See you on the next Rover-Landers Run!
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Sce ne s f rom t he 10t h annual C o w ich an Val le y R al l y

Awesome shot Alex!

Chris MacPhee guns his Disco I through the muck

Trail? What trail?!?

Greg eases a Discovery into a mud hole

Even your trusty event host can get in a jam with his Land Rover!

Chris MacPhee watches the famous Cowichan Rally Welly Toss

Para gliders sail out off Mount Sicker

Victor receives a Rally prize from good buddy Greg
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Repair done, we headed out to the main road and Evan &
Howie said good-bye to the group, feeling it would be wise to
play it safe on the spare and return home. The rest of the group
still minus Chris MacPhee at this point headed up to the turn-off
to Nickel Plate Lake to check out camp spots there.
It was not long before we hit snow on the trail and conditions
claimed the next flat tyre victim. This time it was the valve on
Israel’s Disco I – seems it was a dodgy day for Disco I’s – two
flats and one still missing – good thing we were in a Disco II.

Sam & Stewart Craig

David Brandson’s D110 took the snow and goo with ease

Christina has a go down a shaft from the top - this girl was fearless!

place, patiently waiting to transport a full car of ore from the dark
depths to daylight. Remains of a long forgotten ore chute can still
be seen clinging to the hillside below.
Eventually we were all back in trucks, setting off to explore
another area – this one allowed for some great views of the small
town of Hedley, the Mascot Mine buildings that remain perched
precariously to the cliffs off in the distance, surrounding mountains and scenery. It is such interesting steep country down in this
corner of the Similkimeen.
Along this picturesque route Evan Wong had a brief but sharp
encounter with a rock that punctured the side-wall of his rear
right tyre. No problem, there was enough bodies to get it changed
quick, or so we thought. Israel loaned out a nice new colour correct jack handle to use on Evan’s red Discovery.

How many Rover-Landers does it take to change a tyre??

It was along this route we were finally joined mid aft by Chris
& Karen MacPhee and their two dogs Hiro & Airie. Chris had
been following our tracks all day but kept missing us.
It was a slow process getting through the snow, but we made
it to Nickel Plate Lake. This good-sized lake was up about 6000
feet and sported a campsite that was rustic and very roomy. Within
minutes it began to rain, then deluge and the four who had planned
to camp over were frantically hoisting tarps, erecting tents and
awnings in attempts to try and stay dry. About 6:00 p.m. Dave & I
headed out with the Shapiro’s for the North Okanagan and Derek
& Jake headed back to Mission.
This is definitely a great area with lots of areas still to explore.
Thanks everyone who came along making it a highly enjoyable
day out Rovering!
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Land Rovers in the News

Is That the Right Royal Land Rover?
April 27th, 2012
Source: canberratimes.com
The Snowy Scheme Museum at Adaminaby is holding an artefact that may be
either just a piece of worthless, rusting
junk or that may instead turn out to be
a jewel of great historical importance,
deserving of expensive and painstaking
restoration.
It is an old Land Rover vehicle that at
the moment looks to museum committee
president Tim Corkill ‘dilapidated and as
if it’s been used as a chook shed’.
But what might transform what we think
of it and what becomes of it would be
confirmation of the strong suspicion that
this may be what Corkill calls a “Royal
Land Rover”.

It may be one in which Queen Elizabeth
and Prince Phillip once rode. They were
driven to the underground power stations Tumut 1 and Tumut 2 during their
visit to the Snowy Mountains in 1963
and this may just be the vehicle in which
their regal bottoms were plonked for that
excursion.
What encourages this suspicion, Corkill
explains, is that in spite of the ways in
which the Land Rover has been ‘used and
abused’, it does still contain some intriguing traces of some swish-looking upholstery he thinks is ‘significantly different
from a stock, standard Land Rover’.
Certainly the dilapidated, rusting Land
Rover does have a Snowy Mountains
Scheme connection because it is known
that it was bought many years ago at one
of the many ‘Snowy auctions’ of redun-

dant Snowy Scheme equipment.
It was found, in recent times and in its
present state, at Bemboka. The museum is
very keen to restore it, Corkill said yesterday, but simply can’t justify the expense
of doing it unless it can be sure it really is
a ‘Royal Land Rover’.
Can anyone help? The museum is asking if anyone, anywhere has anything (of
course especially photographs taken of
the royals at the 1963 occasion) that will
help confirm whether this enigmatic hulk
has royal blood. The museum’s e-mail
address is publicity@snowyschememuseum.com.au
So as to be able to store the venerable
and potentially priceless Land Rover out
of the elements, it has been put on a car
float and taken into the tender care of the
Sapphire Coast Historical Vehicle Club at
Pambula.
Russian Manhole Cover Sends
Land Rover Freelander into Violent
Somersault
May 1st, 2012
Source: recombu.com
There’s no off-road terrain that a Land
Rover can’t conquer, so a Freelander
should be able to drive down an ordinary
suburban road without incident, right?
Wrong, actually. We’ve just cast eyes on
a video, shot in Russia, that shows a Land
Rover Freelander coming a cropper after
rolling over a quite innocuous-looking
manhole cover.

Coming a cropper is probably putting it
lightly. Once it rolled over the renegade
manhole cover, the innocent Freelander
went all Matrix: reloaded, flipping
through the air as if Neo himself accidentally strolled in front of it.
Why a vehicle as capable as the Freelander should suffer so dramatically at the
hands of a mere manhole is up for debate,
and video footage from two separate cameras at the scene provide few clues. The
first angle, shot by a dashboard camera in

a following car, shows the Freelander suddenly doing a forward roll before coming
to rest on its side.
A second video, shot from what appears to
be a roadside surveillance camera, shows
slightly more detail. The manhole appears
to be covered, rather haphazardly, by a
metal mesh. The front of the Freelander
passes over it without incident, but as
the rear approaches, all hell breaks loose.
The car’s left rear suspension can be seen
to contract violently as if something’s
pushing it up from the ground, before the
whole car does a somersault the country’s
gymnasts would be proud of.
We’ve watched it a thousand times and
we’re still none the wiser as to what
causes the incident. Is it possible the grate
flipped the car? Did the Freelander’s high
centre of gravity play its part in this? Did
Chuck Norris have a dodgy kebab that
caused explosive gases to spontaneously
combust in the sewers?
Journey of Discovery Ends in Beijing
April 24th, 201
Source: ozroamer.com
Beijing, China, April 23, 2012 – Land
Rover’s biggest modern-day overland
expedition, the Journey of Discovery, has
reached the finish line with the one millionth Discovery arriving in perfect time
to appear at the Beijing Motor Show.
The Journey, which saw four vehicles
travel more than 8,000 miles from Birmingham to Beijing, aims to raise £1million (GBP) for the company’s Global
Humanitarian Partner, the International
Federation of Red Cross and Red Crescent
Societies (IFRC).
It began on February 29, at the Solihull
manufacturing plant where the one millionth Discovery was built, and since its
ceremonial send-off at the Geneva Motor
Show it has passed through 13 countries
over challenging terrain ranging from
snow in the Alps to sun-baked sand dunes
in the Taklimakan Desert.
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John Edwards, Land Rover Global Brand
Director said: “This has been an epic
journey between two of the biggest events
on the automotive calendar and, as we
expected, it has demonstrated virtually
every condition a Land Rover is designed
to cope with.”
“This has been a very relevant journey
for Land Rover, taking such a landmark
vehicle from its birthplace to one of our
fastest growing markets and showcasing it
in all terrains. We are delighted to see the
Journey reach its physical target in Beijing and we are equally delighted with the
response to the fundraising cause. We will
be continuing the push to reach or exceed
our target right up to the end of May.”
The Journey of Discovery has been all
about discovering the stories of people
and places along its route.
It joined the Aosta Valley avalanche team
in Italy; visited the Chernobyl reactor and
drove through a secret Soviet submarine
base in the Ukraine; visited exclusive inner
parts of the Kremlin, tested some classic
Soviet vehicles and took a tour of Moscow
with a Bolshoi ballet dancer in Russia.
It went into the wild in the Kazakhstan
desert; met a group of fishermen in the
near-dry Aral Sea in Uzbekistan; and travelled along the spice and silk routes into
China, where the final leg included sand
dune driving, a visit to the Great Wall and
a trip on a sheepskin raft.
Appearing in Beijing in an unwashed state
after a Journey that took over 50 days, the
one millionth Discovery will be returning to the British Motor Industry Heritage
Trust (Heritage Museum at Gaydon) following the expedition.
The Journey in Numbers
• 17,500 images taken • 80 hours of video
• 78 cities visited
• Total people participated on event: 112
including crew and media
• 50 days • 10,000 miles
• 2,920 miles driven in China alone
• Highest point: 3,700m Torugart pass:
Kyrgyzstan & China
• Lowest point: 10m below sea level:
Turfan, China
Land Rover Staff Made to Park Four
Miles Away From Work
May 4th, 2012
Source: birminghammail.net
Up to 1,000 Land Rover staff have been

banned from parking at the company’s
Solihull headquarters – and allocated
spaces nearly four miles away at Birmingham Airport.

This is part of JLR’s multi-million pound
investment in new production facilities to
support future model launches.”
Land Rover Range Rover
Hangover Edition
May 8th, 2012
Source: autoweek.com

A rise in the number of shift workers has
forced the 4x4 manufacturer to lay on
shuttle buses from the airport every ten
minutes to ferry staff to Lode Lane.
But many white-collar staff were said to
be furious at the inconvenience, which
they claimed could add up to an extra
hour in travel time to each working day.
A member of staff, who would not be
named, said: “Due to the higher numbers
of shift workers now working on the site,
and the limited parking spaces, all nontrack workers are being forced to park at
Birmingham Airport and take a shuttle
bus to the site.
This decision to ban all non-track workers
from parking at the site has caused a huge
outcry amongst the workers, with some
threatening to leave the company.
About 1,000 people are said to be affected, which includes JLR employees and all
the contractors and suppliers. The only
exceptions are ‘genuine visitors’ who will
still be allowed to park in the visitors’ car
park at Lode Lane.
Six coaches are running continuously
from the airport to the JLR site and back.
Buses start from 6am every morning and
run approximately every ten minutes.
Birmingham Airport has set aside adequate parking spaces near the long-stay
car park for the workers but they are only
allowed to park there for a maximum of
24 hours per time.”
Last autumn JLR announced that Lode
Lane was in line for a huge expansion
programme, including new and extended
production facilities, with more than 1,000
new jobs at the Solihull factory.
Alan Volkaerts, plant director at Solihull,
said: “Jaguar Land Rover has introduced
an arrangement for off-site parking for
employees at its Solihull plant as it continues its redevelopment work in preparation for future growth at the site.

This Land Rover Range Rover owner may
be advertising more personal information
on his ride than most care to know.
Especially any local law enforcement
looking for an easy DUI target.

Land Rover’s Edible Book
May 9th, 2012
Source: creativity-online.com
Use it, save it, eat it!
Land Rover drivers, the vehicle’s got your
back, and not just because you can take
the sturdy car out into any type of wilderness. While the car may protect you from
high temperatures and deadly animals,
what will you do if you’re stuck in the
middle of, say... the Arabian desert?
A survival guide created by Y&R Dubai
will help you get through your ordeal.
The guide contains information about how
people can use indigenous animals and
plants and is wrapped up in a reflective
packaging that will help you to signal for
assistance.

And when things get really, really tough:
You can eat the book, which was made
out of edible ink and paper and has a
nutrition value close to that of a cheeseburger. After all, as Maurice Sendak
knows, there is no higher honor than
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when something you create goes into the
stomachs of your fans.
German design company Korefe has also
created a cookbook that you could cook.
Another Reason Why LEGO is Awesome
May 14th, 2012
Source: carbuzz.com
Now this was time well spent.
Whoever said that you’d outgrow your
old LEGO sets one day? It’s often heavily
implied that once you reach a certain age
it’s no longer cool to play with your old
childhood toys.
There are exceptions, of course, and one
of them is LEGO. For those of us who
grew up spending seemingly endless
hours building things with our hands and
imaginations out of those multi-colored
blocks, it’s often tempting to take them
out of the closet to see if you’ve still got
those young engineer-like abilities.
Need further proof that LEGO is still
cool? Look no further than this homemade
Land Rover Defender 110.
Built entirely from LEGO, it’s evidently
clear that it took many hours of work and
original thought.

Built with a fully working suspension
system, rack and pinion steering, disc
brakes and even a five-speed sequential
gearbox with a reverse gear, the whole
thing is extremely impressive. It even has
a remote control function that allows it
to be taken ‘off-road’. Just watching the
video of the LEGO Land Rover Defender
makes us want to grab those old sets
and at least make an attempt to construct
something with four wheels.
Built by ‘Sheepo’, you can check out his
other creations on his website and YouTube channel.
Pair Serving Prison Sentences for
Kidnap & Robbery Admit Plot to Steal
Land Rovers
May 22nd, 2012
Source: northamptonchron.co.uk

Two men serving substantial prison sentences for kidnap and robbery have admitted plotting to steal Land Rovers while the
owners’ backs were turned.
Andra Hoyland, aged 28 and 20-year-old
Richard Loveridge targeted people with
Land Rover Defenders in Northamptonshire and Leicestershire as they left them
to warm up during the cold spell towards
the end of 2010.
Hoyland, of Northampton Road, Broughton is currently serving seven-and-a-half
years and Loveridge is serving six years
for the kidnap and robbery of the manager
of Bookers cash and carry in Grantham,
Lincolnshire who was threatened with a
knife and forced to open up the premises.
At Northampton Crown Court, they pleaded guilty to conspiracy to steal vehicles.
John Lloyd-Jones, prosecuting, said: “For
a narrow period towards the end of 2010
and during a particularly cold piece of
weather, they were stealing Land Rover
Defenders in Market Harborough, north
Northamptonshire and south Leicestershire
quite literally under their owners’ noses.”
The court heard the vehicles were either
‘ringed’ and sold on or broken up for parts
at a business in Birmingham trading as Auto
Crafty 4X4 or The Reconditioning Centre run
by Martin Warren, aged 51, his partner Jacqueline Neal, aged 51, and sons Jason Warren, aged 21, and Christopher Neal, aged 29.
They pleaded not guilty yesterday to conspiracy to steal and conspiracy to convert
criminal property while Martin Warren and
Jacqueline Neal deny allegations of concealing and converting criminal property.
It is alleged almost £1 million proceeds of
crime went through her bank account.
The court heard £32,500 was also found
in a floor safe at their Birmingham home
although they claim it represents winnings
from the national lottery.
Mr Lloyd-Jones added: “The Crown’s case
is these were targeted thefts and at a time
before and after stealing them, there is
phone contact between Hoyland and Jacqueline Neal’s phone which was provided to
Martin Warren.”
Duo to Make 6,000 Mile Trip in £500
Land Rover
May 31st, 2012
Source: guardian-series.co.uk
Two friends who travelled across some
of the world’s most inhospitable terrain

in a Land Rover they bought on eBay are
heading to Morocco.
Adam Ataar and Alex Collard met 16
years ago at Woodbridge High School.
The men, now 30, bought their 49-yearold ex-military vehicle, nicknamed ‘Red’,
for £500 five years ago.

Since then, they have visited countries
including Kazakhstan, Mongolia and
Tunisia to raise money for humanitarian
charity, Mercy Corps.
The duo will set off on their latest adventure from Adam’s home in Broomhill
Road, Woodford Green on June 23.
Adam said: “We’ll be travelling through
disputed territory in the Western Sahara this
time and it has the biggest landmine wall in
the world in the middle of it. Obviously we’ll
have to be very careful, but we want to get
as close to it as we can to raise awareness
of the whole issue of landmines.”
The pair who call themselves the ‘Rusty Rhinos’ have clocked up thousands of miles in
their vintage vehicle and are aiming to cover
another 6,000 on their latest excursion.
On their last trip to Africa in 2009 ‘Red’
blew a gasket, suffered a broken chassis
and overheated on several occasions.
Adam said: “I’m sure we’ll break down
again but we’ll make it. We will be carrying about 80-100 litres of water with us
and two or three weeks worth of supplies
so even if we break down in the desert we
should be fine.”
Mercy Corps works in more than 40
countries worldwide helping communities affected by natural disasters, conflict
and poverty.Adam and Alex have already
raised £3,800 for the charity on their previous trips and are hoping to bring in even
more this time.
Adam said: “Our families understand why
we do it and are very supportive.
“But they do get a bit anxious when we’re
on the road. My mum says she’d rather
I just went to Europe. We have a map on
our website which we update via mobile
phone at regular intervals. I think she
checks it constantly while we’re away.”
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Worcester Garage Finds New Type of
Hot-hatch Car
June 5th, 2012
Source: worcesternews.co.uk
Mechanics never quite know what they will
discover when they put a vehicle through
its MOT, but the last thing the team at a
Worcester garage expected to find beneath
the bonnet was a nest full of blackbird eggs
that started hatching before their eyes.
Tim Bluck, a mechanic at Lowe’s Garage
in Lower Wick, was getting stuck in to a
routine inspection on a Land Rover when
he spotted the nest, containing four eggs,
perched under the hood in the engine bay.

“I must have been working on the vehicle
for about 10 minutes before I spotted
them,” he said. “It was perched there
quite steadily. There were three eggs that
had just hatched and a fourth that was
still hatching. I think it must have been
the heat and the vibration from the engine
that started them hatching. It was a complete shock. I’ve worked on vehicles for
more than 10 years and never seen anything like this.”
The startled staff left the birds there while
garage owner Keith Lowe – who by lucky
coincidence has experience keeping chickens – fetched an incubator to help keep
the newborn chicks alive.
He took the hungry birds home overnight
and fed them worms from his garden,
before bringing them back to the garage
the next day, when the Vale Wildlife Hospital and Rehabilitation Centre came to
collect them.
The Land Rover belongs to Glen Strain of
Worcester. He said the vehicle is often left
near to fields by Norton Barracks but that
he had no idea about the nest or how it got
there. “I was expecting the Land Rover to
fail on a few things but not on the fact that
it had a nest of birds in the engine bay.”
Bad Parking? Or is this c-art?
June 9th, 2012
Source: southwalesargus.co.uk

Is this a piece of art, some sort of practical joke or just bad parking?
This is the sight that greets motorists are
they drive through the beautiful countryside
near Wentwood Forest in Monmouthshire.
It is in fact a car, believed to be a Land
Rover, half buried in the ground but
standing vertically.

Only half of the car can be seen with its
bonnet in the air and it seemingly lodged
in the ground surrounded by sheep.
Quite how it got there or what exactly
it is is unknown but it certainly caught
the attention of Monmouthshire County
Life editor Jo Barnes who was driving
through the hamlet of Pen-y-Cae-Mawr on
Wednesday night when she saw it.
Mrs Barnes, from Chepstow, was on her
way back from buying a kitten from a
nearby house when she saw the car as she
was driving along a lane off the B4235
Usk Road between Usk and Shirenewton.
She said: “It was a really bizarre sight. I
thought how strange. It’s not something
you expect to see in a field but I'd love to
find out more about it.”
Pushing The Limits: Land Rover’s ‘Go
Beyond’ Bursary 2012
June 8th, 2012
Source: theautochannek.com
Land Rover’s 2012 ‘Go Beyond’ Bursary
has been awarded to ‘Pushing The Limits’
– a team supporting a disabled adventurer’s plans to encourage our understanding
of the geography on our doorstep and to
show that exploration is within everyone’s
reach, whatever their ability.
For Andy Campbell, disabled adventurer
and team leader, getting off the beaten
track – whether by Land Rover, kayak,
sitski, paragliding or hand-cycling – has
become more of a challenge than for
most. “Life’s an adventure that needs to
be explored, being in a wheelchair just
means you have to be a bit more ingenious – and stubborn – to get where you
want,” he said. “The Society and Land

Rover have provided an excellent opportunity to reach places I could not otherwise
get to before.”
The Land Rover’s ‘Go Beyond’ Bursary
was first awarded in 2007, in partnership
with the Royal Geographical Society (with
IBG) and is aimed at those who want to
take a journey beyond their limits, for
which a Land Rover is an integral part of
the expedition. For 2012, the Bursary funding has awarded £30,000 for the first time.
The team set off from the Society’s London headquarters today, heading to Dover
for their crossing into France, in their
specially-equipped Land Rover Defender
110. Much of the route will follow the
River Danube from Ulm in Germany to
the Black Sea, which they plan to reach at
the start of September.
Sharing the journey from the field and
interacting with their followers through
a range of social media, the team will
actively encourage suggestions for
‘detours’ to explore areas of particular
geographical interest, which have the
potential to demonstrate the go-anywhere
capabilities of the Defender 110.

Mark Cameron, Land Rover Global Brand
Experience Director said; “Andy and the
team really captured the spirit of the ‘Go
Beyond’ Bursary and we are delighted to
support their mission to encourage adventure and to really experience the landscape
rather than to simply drive through it.”
“The Defender will help enable the team
to experience places normally out of
bounds to wheelchair users and hopefully
inspire other people with disabilities to fulfill their enjoyment of outdoors pursuits.”
The ‘Pushing The Limits’ team wants
to inspire others to get outdoors, enjoy
the diversity of different landscapes and
experience adventures. Even if the route
isn’t certain, the sense of adventure most
definitely is.
Paul Rose, the Society’s Vice President
of Expeditions & Fieldwork, added; “The
Land Rover ‘Go Beyond’ Bursary offers
recipients an amazing opportunity to pro-
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Monthly Meeting Minutes
April Meeting Minutes
April 19th, 2012
Bill Eastwood recording.
Meeting commenced at 7:30 p.m., Ricky’s
Restaurant, Surrey, B.C.
Members Present: Andy Deane, Dave Fraser,
Shawn Doherty, Bill Eastwood, Dave Blair,
Mike Prangnell, Dave Vervaet, Roger Sutcliffe,
James Kung, Bernie Buttner, Chris MacPhee,
Shad Lievesley, Jonathan Fether, Michael Craig.
Guests Present: Andrew Phillips, Cam Sainsbury.
• Minutes from the previous meeting:
Minutes from the previous meeting.
Motion to accept minutes as posted on the website. Motion (Andy Deane) Seconded (Bernie
Buttner). Carried
• Treasurer’s Report:
Report read by Shawn Doherty.
There is $9,900 in the bank. Shawn mentioned
that we also have about $2200 dollars in club
merchandise
• Website:
Though Dave Blair, our website volunteer
administrator managed to attend this month’s
meeting, there was no further discussion arising
from the comments made at the last meeting.
• Newsletter contributions:
Andy reminded those present to make sure
Pamela is informed if you have not received
your newsletter by now. Several comments of
appreciation for those who provided contributions to the newsletter, and especially for David
Vervaet’s article on chassis restoration. Andy
also reminded everyone that a good newsletter requires good content and that if you have
something you can contribute, please do.
• Membership Update:
(as submitted by Pamela Blair)

Membership currently sits at 107 members to
date for 2012, up by 20 from this same time
in 2011.
Welcome to the following New Members in
since the March Meeting: Humberto (Bert)
Ferriera, Surrey – 97 green D110; David Wong,
Victoria – 91 white D110 & 11 white LR2.
Welcome Back: Glenn Daigle, Vancouver – 86
blue D90.
New & renewal memberships for 2012 can still
be mailed into the Membership Coordinator,
turned in at the monthly meetings & events or
paid online using PayPal. If you submit using
PayPal please fill out both pages.
If you think you may have an issue with your
membership status or you are not receiving your
newsletters in the mail, please contact Pamela
asap by e-mail or phone. See Contact Section
on the website or the masthead of the newsletter or website. A valid blue R-L membership
card is your official receipt of payment.
A PayPal system error occurred in early April
resulting in the site being down for about 48
hours. Thanks Dave B for fixing the issue with
PayPal.
• Newsletter Update:
(as submitted by Pamela Blair)
The Spring issue of the Rover-Lander was
mailed out to all R-L members on Mar. 31st.
Thanks to all those members who submitted
articles and event write-ups.
The Summer 2012 (August) issue is laid out
and awaiting content for In the Garage, article
features and the Rover Kids page. The Run
write-ups are coming in on time.
If you have any items of interest for our club
members please contact the Rover-Lander editor for submission.
• 2012 Membership Directory:
This year’s Membership Directory is updated to

date with new members and changes for existing members. The Directory will go to print the
third week of July and be released to members
with the Summer issue of the Rover-Lander.
Deadline for all info changes is July 15th,
2012. Changes being: moved, e-mail changes,
Land Rovers sold or added.
• News from the Okanagan:
The monthly Okanagan Rover Gatherings are
going great on the second Thursday of each
month at the Pantry in Vernon.
Average head count is still between 8 and 12
each month. No new members to date.
A Smud Run was held Mar. 24th out Paxton
Valley way - just 2 Rovers out for the day, but
great fun.
• Events:
– July 19th-22nd Okanagan Off-Road Adventure: Paid bookings have already been received.
20 camp spots are now confirmed available
according to Dave Blair. Still space left but
don’t leave it to the last minute.
– Fossil Beach camp-out coming up this weekend Saturday April 21st and Sunday the 22nd.
– Next Interior Day Run to be Apr. 28th up
Equesis Creek to Pinaus Lake.

Doherty). Carried
• Treasurer’s Report:
Report read by Shawn Doherty.
There is $10,000 in the bank. Shawn mentioned
that we also have about $2000 dollars in club
merchandise
• Website:
Dave Blair, our website volunteer administrator
has been working extensively to repair damage
done to our website this past week by a cyber
attack. Most of the site is back up and running but there are still some bugs to work out.
Members may still see conflicts with their antivirus software but this should be resolved in
the coming days. Please contact Dave directly

if you can help with the administration of the
site.
• Membership Directory 2012:
This year’s Membership Directory is up to date
with new members and changes for existing
members. The Directory will go to print at the
end of July and be released to members with
the Summer issue of the Rover-Lander.
Remember the deadline for all info changes is
July 15th, 2012. Changes being: moved, e-mail
changes, Land Rovers sold or bought.
• Membership Update:
(as submitted by Pamela Blair)
Membership currently sits at 108 members to
date for 2012. Welcome to the following New

NOTE: Other events areplanned and some
impromptu events will take place with short
notice. The events section on our web forum
will contain the latest details and last minute
changes, check often.
• East Stave Lake Slide Show:
Andy showed the photos recently sent to Bill for
posting in the website photo gallery. Andy then
proceeded to show us a random selection of photos and video from this and other recent runs.
Meeting adjourned at 8:50 p.m.

May Meeting Minutes
May 17th, 2012
Bill Eastwood recording.
Meeting commenced at 7:30 p.m., Ricky’s
Restaurant, Surrey, B.C.
Members Present: Andy Deane, Dave Fraser,
Shawn Doherty, Bill Eastwood, Pete Lembesis,
Stuart Scantlebury, Gary Spicer, Shad Lievesley, Michael Craig, Stewart Craig.
Guests Present: Ellen Paavila-Scantlebury
• Minutes from the previous meeting:
Minutes from the previous meeting.
Motion to accept minutes as posted on the website. Motion (Andy Deane) Seconded (Shawn
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Member in since the April Meeting: Israel Shapiro, Kelowna – 97 blue RHD Discovery I
300Tdi.
New & renewal memberships for 2012 can still
be mailed into the Membership Coordinator,
turned in at the monthly meetings & events or
paid online using PayPal. If you submit using
PayPal please fill out both pages.
If you think you may have an issue with your
membership status or you are not receiving your
newsletters in the mail, please contact Pamela
asap by e-mail or phone. See Contact Section
on the website or the masthead of the newsletter or website. A valid blue R-L membership
card is your official receipt of payment.
• Newsletter Update:
(as submitted by Pamela Blair)
The Summer 2012 (August) issue is well underway and is filling up fast with all the Runs and
events between April and the end of July. Still
looking for at least one In the Garage article
plus any other features or items of interest.
If you have anything interesting for the Members News page please contact the RoverLander editor for submission.
• News from the Okanagan:
The monthly Okanagan Rover Gatherings have
been held on the second Thursday of each
month at the Pantry in Vernon.

Editor’s Message – Notes

For the June 14th Gathering we are going
outside and will be having a BBQ at Kevin
Schiewe’s in Vernon. July & August’s outside
Gatherings are still being decoded as to where
to go.
Average head count is still between 8 and 12
each month. We were able to welcome new
member Israel Shapiro from Kelowna who
came up to the May 10th Gathering.
– Two Interior Fun Runs have been held recently: Apr. 28th – Equesis Creek to Pinaus Lake,
3 Rovers out plus Jim Skelton and his dog as a
passenger with Dave B. May 10th – 2 Discos,
5 humans and 2 dogs did a day Run into the
Beaverdell area up Hwy 33 exploring the area
for old mines.
– Okanagan Off-Road Adventure (July 19-22)
Still some spots spots left, don’t leave it too
late to get in for this event. 2011 NWCChampion Dennis Bell from Portland Oregon is
booked in to attend.
• Summer Membership Meetings:
As has become our practice, Regular Membership Meetings are suspended for the months of
June, July and August. Informal gatherings will
replace these meetings.
Details for July and August to be announced.
June’s get-together will be hosted by Don MacDonald at “Rovalution” (ex-Rover Tech) on

Saturday the 23rd, from noon until 4:00 p.m.
• Events:
– May 19th:
Van Dusen All British Field Meet
– May 19th-20th:
Whipsaw attempt via the Champion entrance.
Meet Saturday morning Whatcom Rd. 8:30
a.m.
– June 9th-10th:
The 10th annual Rally in the Valley. On the
weekend before Father’s day, at the usual
place, Greg Sutfin’s backyard just north of
Duncan. Heavy off-road drive will be on Saturday and the social day on Sunday.
– July 19th-22nd:
Okanagan Off-Road Adventure
NOTE: Other events are planned and some
impromptu events will take place with short
notice. The events section on our web forum
will contain the latest details and last minute
changes, check often.
• Fossil Beach Slide Show:
Andy showed the photos of the Fossil Beach
camp-out on the weekend of Saturday April
21st and Sunday the 22nd.
Meeting adjourned at 8:55 p.m.

from under the front seat

Hello Rover-Landers! I sincerely hope you are all enjoying a
fun-filled summer that includes lots of Rover time.
This Summer issue of the Rover-Lander hopefully has reached
you and did not melt along the way. After what was a wet, cold and
very dismal spring up here in the North Okanagan, summer arrived
in early July and we went from 20º one day to 34º the next.
Unfortunately, the heat wave came much too late to melt the
deep snow on the upper trails we had planned for the Okanagan
Off-Road Adventure (OORA) that was to kick off on July 19th. We
were forced to cancel the event on July 1st. Again our apologies to
all who had wanted to come up for the event – sometimes the best
laid plans of mice, men and... women simply do not work.
I would like to say here “Better luck next year”, but Dave & I
have agreed together that we are done organizing ‘events’, we will
lead Runs to where ever you want, but that’s it. Although, I have
designed a very intriguing concept for a NWC, but, that will have
to stay secretly stashed away in the murky depths of my mind.
I hope some of you read a few of the In the News stories I gathering over the last few months, there definitely were some really
crazy and wackadoodle ones this time.
The two stories of nests and little birds found under Land Rover
bonnets really took me back a lot of years to when we stored Phil
Armstrong’s yellow Trek Disco I in our large shed in Abbotsford.
I was feeding a skunk that winter in the shed with cat biscuits out
of a gravity-fed cat feeder and seemed to be filling it up a lot. Me,
thinking Mr. Skunk was just a hungry little begger. Little did I
know, mice were scurrying off with many of the biscuits and storing them inside the engine and heater compartment of Phil’s Disco.
Yup, it was a real clean-up job once Phil collected his truck and

took it home. Teach me to feed a skunk! Sorry Phil!
I have been receiving old Rover-Lander & Oil Leak newsletters
plus items of interest over the last few years and hope to start a new
section in the Rover-Lander in the Spring 2013 issue – something
like ‘Blast from the Past’ and showcase items from Rover-Lander
days gone by. Thanks Tony Klassen & Chris Chew.
As you can see no In the Garage section for this issue. Everyone’s Rovers must be running flawlessly (she snorts here and
almost makes tea come out her nose). However, the Member News
section I hear is now quite popular and well liked. Yeah!!
In the Member News section lots of good news and new members to the Club and (heavy sigh here) some very sad news. The
Tebbutt’s lost their Rover Pup Hannah tragically on the night of
June 23rd. She was a lovely dog and will be missed by many.
As for me, well my life will never be the same now my precious
Joey is up with the angels. He was one of the greatest long distance
horses in Canada and it was an incredible honour and privilege to
have known him, compete with him and had him in my daily life as
my equine best friend for almost 20 years. Longer than I have had
my Dave! My barn door has closed now after owning horses for 47
years as I try and figure out a future life without horses.
In other sad news we attended the memorial service for Bruce
Adams’ wife Brenda on July 11th. Bruce prints the Rover-Lander
here in Armstrong for the Club. His beloved wife, only 65 lost her
battle with cancer on July 5th. Very, very sad. But, when one door
closes another opens or vice versa, and Rover baby Leo Kristopher
Markson came into the world on July 4th.
Take care everyone and live each day like it
really does count!

PB &
the Rover Pups
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